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ABSTRACT
The development of cross border e-commerce industry is one of important global trends. From eMarketer (2019), the global
sales of e-commerce in 2018 was 2.5 trillion US dollars and will reach 7.5 trillion US dollars in 2020. In this number - 7.5
trillion US dollars, the cross border e-commerce consumers will occupy 44.6% of e-commerce. Due to the quick
development, companies will encounter problems by the way. The research purposes of this paper was to discuss some
problems and provide suggestions. During the time of industry-academic cooperation, observational survey was used as the
research methodology. The research subjects were 5 Taiwanese cross border e-commerce companies which located in the
vehicles components industry and fashion handbag industry. The companies might have over a 30-years-old history or might
be a new company. The common factor of these 5 companies are they all use cross border e-commerce multiple platforms to
sell their products around the world. The research results and suggestions of these 5 cross border e-commerce companies are
the following. Firstly, the problem is business opportunities are difficult to catch recently and the amount of each order
earned is becoming smaller. The suggestion for this problem is to suggest adapting multiple cross border e-commerce portals
operations on budgets and “Software Key activities” for decision making. The second problem is the cost of cross border
e-commerce logistic is high. The suggestion for this problem is to use Big Data Analysis and artificial intelligence (AI)
technology to calculate exact oversea inventories. The third problem is lack of trust. The suggestion for this problem is
localization strategy, to systematically recruit and train the talents who are familiar with the culture, products and markets.
And it should use the third-party money transfer security services.
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Research Background, Motivation and Purpose
The Internet has become an important accelerator for global business. Cross border e-Commerce is the new Silk Road in the
era. Base on the report of eMarketer (2019), the global e-commerce sales scale was US$2.5 trillion in 2018 and will reach
US$7.5 trillion in 2020. In 2020, the amount of consumers in cross border e-commerce will occupy 44.6% in the whole
e-commerce market. The number of third-party cross-border business-to-business (B2B) and business-to-customer (B2C)
portals and transaction intermediaries both are increasing. Enormous enterprises start their international venturing on such
platforms. For example, Alibaba.com offers hundreds of millions of wholesale products to buyers located in more than 200
countries every year (Alibaba.com, 2019). All of these evidences represent the motivation on researching the fields of cross
border e-commerce. And due to these quick and big development, companies will encounter problems by the way. The
research purposes of this paper was to discuss some problems and provide suggestions. During the time of one-year
industry-academic cooperation program with 3 companies, observational survey was used as the research methodology. The
research subjects were these 3 Taiwanese cross border e-commerce companies which located in Taiwan’s vehicles components
industry and fashion handbag industry. One company have over a 30-years-old tenure and the other company is a new
company. The common factor of these 3 companies are they all use one or more multiple third-party cross-border e-commerce
portals to sell their products around the world.
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Literature Review
The Internet has become an important accelerator for global business trading. The number of third-party cross-border
business-to-business (B2B) and business-to-customer (B2C) portals and transaction intermediaries are increasing. Enormous
enterprises start their international venturing on such platforms. For example, Alibaba.com offers hundreds of millions of
wholesale products to buyers located in more than 200 countries every year (Alibaba.com, 2019). The most important and
special innovation of these third-party cross-border portals, for example, Alibaba, Amazon and eBay are all building their own
“Ecosystem”. An “ecosystem” is a community of organisms (businesses and consumers of many types) interacting with one
another and the environment (the online platform and the larger off-line physical elements) (Zeng, 2018). The ecosystem was
built to link buyers and sellers of goods. As technology advanced, more business functions moved online—including
established ones, such as advertising, marketing, logistics, training, finance, and emerging ones, such as affiliate marketing,
product recommenders, and social media influencers (Zeng, 2018). Cross border e-commerce companies should adapt to
grow in ecosystem and develop strategies to require resources from ecosystem. Moreover, these third-party cross-border
portals today are not just an online commerce company. They are data-driven companies. The data network coordinate
sellers, marketers, service providers, logistics companies, and manufacturers. Because of new capabilities in network
coordination and data intelligence that all these companies put to use. The companies adapting and growing in these
ecosystem can be called “Smart business”. Smart business is coordinated in an online network and use machine-learning
technology to efficiently leverage data in real time.
In which most operational decisions are made by machines, allows
companies to adapt dynamically and rapidly to change market conditions and customer preferences, gaining competitive
advantage over traditional businesses (Zeng, 2018). Conclusively, cross border e-commerce companies should set goal to be
Smart businesses which represent the dominant business logic of the future.
Research Methodology
During the time of one-year industry-academic cooperation program with 3 companies, observational survey was used as the
research methodology. The research subjects were these 3 Taiwanese cross border e-commerce companies which located in
Taiwan’s vehicles components industry and fashion handbag industry. One company have over a 30-years-old tenure and the
other company is a new company. The common factor of these 3 companies are they all use one or more multiple third-party
cross-border e-commerce portals to sell their products around the world.
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Figure 2 : Research Structure
Research Results and Suggestions
After observational survey was used as research methodology during the time of one-year industry-academic cooperation
program with 3 companies.
1st problem: The business opportunities are difficult to catch recently because of global competitions and the amount of each
order earned is becoming smaller.
The suggestion is to adapt multiple cross border e-commerce portals on budgets and “Software key activities” for decision
making on global market researches and customer preferences, and so on.
2nd problem: It is the higher cost of logistics. Logistics cost is one item of competitive advantages and also one main
concerns of cross border e-commerce buyers.
The suggestion is to adapt “group buying” strategy for moving products into oversea warehouse before getting orders.
Moreover, use Big Data Analysis and artificial intelligence (AI) technology to calculate exact oversea inventories. And the
material of packaging needs simple and light ones.
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3rd problem is lack of “Online Trust”. Inquiry, negotiation on price and after sale customer service all depend on sales
representatives with English communication. The mutual trust is difficult to build upon e-mail, social media APP and long
distant telephone. The problems could be cultural differences, different language, and so on.
The suggestion for this problem is localization strategy, to systematically recruit and train the talents who are familiar with the
culture, products and markets. So before enter the specific market, local market research is necessary. And it should use
the third-party money transfer security services. Moreover, face to face Trade Show periodically also help to .
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